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Sibylla Weisweiler

hier und da – homeland
The Art-Center TARE Steigen AIR in Nordland, Norway and BVBK (Brandenburgischen
Verband Bildender Kunstlerinnen und Kunstler), have an agreement that every year BVBK
can invite two of their members to participate in a residency in the land of the Midnight Sun
and Aurora Borealis.
The exhibition hier und da – homeland marks this cooporation between BVBK
and TARE Steigen AIR and follows the project Home-Heimat-Hjem at TARE Steigen AIR
during summer 2016, initiated by the artist Sibylla Weisweiler.
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Dissolution of centres for the arts - A reflection upon visual
artworks reflecting here and there - homeland
The exhibition Project ”Here and there (hier und
da – homeland)” seems to me to be marked by
the will to break away with traditional standards
of classical central art forms. It goes into the
peripherics more or less close to bigger urban
centres, to find new ways of inspiration with regard
to both hybridization of materials and reflecting
upon cultural differences and similarities. This
happens in a span from the subarctic north to the
woodlands of middle Europe.
Mobile homes is a concrete and metaphorical
concept for being on the move – in your mobile
homes on the road or in your mindscapes. They
allow, used either way, to see by the outer gaze
of your eyes and by the inner gaze toward your
dreamscapes. This is surrealism of the alway
existing and actual kind.
In European and American arts, mainstream has
been used as a concept to describe a general
development of something being widely consumed
and trendsetting. It is possible to differentiate
between a traditional mainstream of the
conventional on one hand, and on the other an
experimental mainstream consisting of new ways
of creating. Experimental mainstream could be
conceived of as when non conventional arts in
maintream areas like Western Europe or the
United States, has become a trendsetter of new
artistic developments in general.

Post-mainstream is a possible concept to describe
what happens when mainstream movements of
experimental kinds are being exhausted, mixing
styles and traditions that were not possible to
describe in a mainstream concept. This indicates
that artists are working with performance, video,
tableaux settings showing landscapes or an art
of images, taking elements from native rituals
or storytelling traditions.
On a general level, examples can be found in postmainstream areas like for example Québec in
Canada, the Adriatic Sea area (Balkan and Italian
sides) or Northern Scandinavia. It could be
described in terms like interculturalism and
nomadism in new art, widely refering to the
metaphorical concept of territories of difference.
This could also in a metaphorical sense be
situated as a new homeland which is somewhere
or anywhere.
This is opening up for understanding arts today
without any separation between somewhre or
anywhere, the urban post-mainstream versus the
mainly rural or non-metropolitan. This exhibition
is reflecting an artistic work mirroring the peripheric
and regional movements of mobility in a kind of
newly established homeland.
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One could speak about this homeland as
MOBILEHOME. In this homeland there are styles
and expressions of of mixed up techniques and
traditions. It can can also be seen in connecetion
with the concept of recycling or telling the world
by different points of view. These are concepts
reflecting new contexst for understanding different
kinds of cultural identities.
In Spaces of Identity (London 1995), David Morely
and Kevin Robins wrote that “[...] Geographical
reconfigurations are clearly central to contemporary
economic and cultural transformation”, and then
continue by asking “[...] How are we to make
sense of the complex spatial dynamics? What is
needed is an understanding of the competing
centrifugal and centripetal forces that characterise
the new geographical arena. On this basis we can
begin to explore the implications for cultures and
identities. More particularily, we can consider the
significance of these developments for the
geographical disposition that Edward Said sees
as so much at the heart of western dominion”
(p. 107).
We can thus speak about an explicit geocultural
basis to establish the post-mainstream context.
Such a basis can be further enlarged by introducing
the way of looking upon the question of newness
as attached to cultural transformation. In an essay
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Homi K. Bhabha underlines the importance of
seeing cultural difference as a basis to understanding
in arts more than traditonal esthetical values
(“Beyond the pale: Art in the age of multicultural
translation” in Cultural diversity in the arts,
Amsterdam 1993).
This explosion of so to say eurocentric esthetic
criterias, has also an effect on work in a Western
context, by the way new contexts of decentralized
difference is a part of the need to play with and
make irony on established standards by playing
with imperfection. This has become a part of the
new energies that partly replace esthetical criterias
with questions of identities, like they can be found
in social and anthropological spaces.
Knut Ove Arntzen

Knut Ove Arntzen is a professor of Theatre Studies
at the University of Bergen, Norway. He is a
theatre critic, also writing on visual art in the
context of performativity and new social settings
for the arts.
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Frauke Danzer
From above
All my pictures show the same valley in the Swiss Alps, where I did a lot of hiking
and to which I feel strongly connected. In this way, I experienced the topography
first hand. But I don't depict what I am seeing, the perspective is a different one,
more abstract, from above. I adapted myself to aerial photos, so it shows a distance,
which creates a disbanding.
I never painted the pictures there, but always from a distance, in my studio
in Potsdam. The distance and the disbandment correspond with my memories.
The feeling of being at home, you often only experience from a distance.
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Line Hvoslef
I find my artistic landscape between a figurative and nonfigurative world.
Between nature and technology. Between organic and artificial life.
I want to inspire to imaginary journeys in many directions.
Into the future or back in time.
Out in space through the telescope or into the body through the microscope.
Or maybe under the sea through the periscope.
Hier und Da?
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Elke Karnik
My work deals with identity, vulnerability and dignity - my own and that of society.
I play and experiment in various media such as drawing, video, photography,
sculpture, animation, often combined in site-specific installations.
Life and studies have taken me from a tiny village in South Germany via
Stuttgart and Berlin to London, where I took a Master in Fine Arts
in 2000 at Chelsea College of Arts & Design. Since 2015 I live in Norway.
Home is what I try to find inside myself.
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Kamilla Sajetz Mathisen
I am a Norwegian artist, living and working in Bergen. I have a Bachelor in ceramics
and a Master in fine art from the Bergen Academy of Art and Design.
I have a strong interest for man as a biological and mythological creature,
and for the psychological undertows created by the conflict between our natural
and cultural self, that forms the basis of my work.
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Grethe Unstad
I am a painter working with the concepts of colour as my main tool for
artistic exploration. The power of colour and light is paramount to my work.
I create rhythm and movement through small variations and repetitions
in colour, shape and format. This is based on a core concept of the
changeable nature of colour, and the intent to explore the subjective
nature of the human perception of colour, surface and form.
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Sibylla Weisweiler
In this artistic work, the interrelationship of home and mobility is examined
and implemented in the form of portraits. I take the issue to identify
and find Norwegian women and men of different ages and ask them,
which things are important to them. Then I portray them with these things.
I divide the painterly portraits into small parts similar to pixels: a seemingly
infinite number of tiny squares of color, which refuse to show any specific
form but rather an almost unmanageable chaos when viewed from close up. Only at
a certain distance they will converge visually to form real portraits. It is an experience
of closeness and distance.
There is confusion - in the images as in reality. The new mobility often leaves us
disoriented, and that carries over to the art. The result is a contradictory
interplay between near and far, and we see only the constant change between the one
and the other. This phenomenon can be discerned in the theme of home, too - what
should actually provide a safe support has become
an issue of change and impermanence.
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